German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior)

401 1  KENLYN’S DON’T LIE TO ME LOCKENHAUS. DN52551106

403 AB  WOLF CREEK LEVI. DN51526102

405 AB  KENLYN’S THE BIGGEST LIE LOCKENHAUS. DN52551103

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Teenage) Dogs

407  ERYNBROOK’S STEVEN COLBEAR V WINSOME. DN50213301

409 3  GEM-N-I RIVER OF URLOVED. DN50276601

411 AB  Running Creek Maker’s Mark V Northhills. DN50303202

413 AB  KRYSAL’S CATCH ME IF YOU CAN. DN50479201
ACE OF SPADES V KODIAK RIDGE. DN49322701

CRYSTAL CREEK'S WIZARD'S FIRST RULE. DN49739302

CH FAITHROCK LARAMIE WINDFALL'S CLASS ACT. DN49745301

KNIGHT'S GAMBIT REX HILL II. DN49810707

BERGTAL'S GIVE PEACE A TRI. DN50548703
5/2/2017  Breeder: Sue Runge-Glass. Sire: CH Eklectic's Triumph  Dam: GCH CH Jusutsus Peaceful Moon CD PCD BN RI RATN CGC. Owner: Sue Runge-Glass. Agent: Lindsey Hudspeth

CHERPA-COASTLINE GENERATOR EX. DN50594215

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate) Dogs

SUNRISE DARK KNIGHT V LENLOR. DN49320802
German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior) Dogs

429  BFD BOSF  CONLEE-CHERPAS JUST SAY’N V REGENCY. DN48933601

431  LINDENHILL'S IRON THRONE V GRACELYNE. DN49636701

433  AB  CONLEE-CHERPA'S YA THINK OF TAMS. DN48933603

435  CH SONOMA RIVERS FAVORITE BUCKEYE. DN48241208

437  DONSTA'S - WINDOVER'S SANSTONE. DN48080306

439  CHERPA-COASTLINE UNDER ORDERS. DN48359202

441  DONSTA'S-WINDOVER'S ROC OF STONE. DN48080309

BEST FUTURITY DOG - 429
RESERVE FUTURITY DOG - 415
BITCHES

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior) Bitches

400 4 INQUEST PRINCESS ORORO OF SHE-ROCKS. DN53285401

402 1 BFB, BIF KENLYN'S TELL ME LIES LOCKENHAUS. DN52551101

404 2 CHAGRE'S CARAMELLA FOXHAVEN-MYJOY. DN50654302

406 3 WINSOME'S BEARILLIANT BELLA STELLA. DN51480701

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Teenage) Bitches

408 AB HARMONIA'S A DESIRE FOR FASHION. EE701578

410 QUEEN OF HEARTS V KODIAK RIDGE. DN49322703

412 CRYSTAL CREEK'S SISTER CONFESSION. DN49739301
414  AB
BERGTALE'S GIVE HOPE A CHANCE V BLACKWOOD. DN50548701
5/2/2017 Breeder: Sue Runge-Glass. Sire: CH Eklectic's Triumph Dam: GCH Jusutsus Peaceful Moon CD PCD BN RI RATN CGC. Owner: Diane Mehta, Mary Chiaravalle, Meghan Pavich, Sue Runge Glass.

416 3
STEFFCA'S REAGAN N RONIN'S COVERGIRL. DN49988309

418 2
MARQUIS' CLOVER. DN50052601

420  AB
HARMONIA'S A MAGIC MOMENT. EE701579

422
JEZRA THO WYNOTT I GOT THIS. DN50059710
5/28/2017 Breeder: Tami Howard/Tracy Radigan/Channing Sheets. Sire: GCH CH Kennelwood' S Man U Man Dam: CH Sharlen's Ask Me If I Care Ca-She. Owner: Dee Lauffer, Dave Lauffer. Agent: Channing Sheets

424
TAMS MIDNIGHT EXPRESS. DN50098308

426 4
KUBISTRAUMS GARNET V BLOOMSBERRY. DN50209604

428 1 RFB
WINSOME'S GUILTY PLEASBEAR V LONESTAR. DN50351401

430  AB
NORTHHILLS LEMON DROP MARTINI. DN50303201
German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Amateur Junior/Teen)  Bitches

432 AB  QUEEN OF SPADES V KODIAK RIDGE. DN49322702

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate)  Bitches

434 AB  ARK'S TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS V TRIPPHILL. DN51418102

436  CHERPA-T-HO'S HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU. DN48502202
2/5/2017  Breeder: Pat Draper/Celeste Draper/Mike Sherman. Sire: GCH CH Cherpa's Exxon Of Lealynn Dam: GCH CH Love Is In The Air Of Sugarcrk Edan. Owner: Pat Draper, Celeste Draper, Tami Howard  Agent: Mike Sherman

438 AB  ASPENS FAR FROM A TOKEN KINSHIP CD CGC TKA. DN49292101

440  SUNRISE DARK PERSUASION V LENLOR. DN49320801

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior)  Bitches

442 AB  SONOMA RIVERS SUMMERTIME FLOWER. DN48241203

444  CHERPA-COASTLINE ODDS AGAINST. DN48359204

446 AB  CLAYFIELD THE FIRST NOEL OF NORBERGE. DN48506703

BEST FUTURITY BITCH - 402

RESERVE FUTURITY BITCH - 428

BEST IN FUTURITY - 402

BEST OPPOSITE IN FUTURITY - 429

BEST AMATEUR HANDLED IN FUTURITY - ---
MATURITY

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Dogs

443 3  DU CHIEN'S DUSTOFF OF ARROWHEAD. DN45579101

445 2  CH TRIPPHILL'S THE ROCKETS RED GLARE OF BARK AWAY. DN46427102

447 4  TRIO'S CATCH A FIRE. DN47846403

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Dogs

449 1 BMD, BIM TATUM'S WELOVE TO TRUMP THAT!. DN48183901

CH CHERPA'S TECATE AT CONLEE. DN44753605
12/31/2015  Breeder: Pat Draper/Celeste Draper/Mary Ann Imhoff. Sire: GCH CH Cherpa's Exxon Of Lealynn  Dam: CH Cherpa's Camera Ready Of Merivern. Owner: Connie Malo, Pat Draper, Celeste Draper. Agent: Mike Sherman

CH LONESTAR'S FARGO V ERYNBROOK. DN44882203
455 3 GCH CH CLASS ACT’S SHOT THROUGH THE HEART WINDFALL-HILLSI RN. DN45490302
2/12/2016  Breeder: Tiffany C Bartley/Jeff Pyle/Tina Bogdanich/Gerald & Patricia A Szymczak.
Sire: GCHG CH Stuttgart's Single Action Army V Hammersmith RN  Dam: GCHB CH

457 1 RMD LINDENHILL'S COLD PAC V GRACELYNE BN CGC. DN45534901
1/18/2016  Breeder: Michael H Metz/Sheila Metz/Rick Seki. Sire: GCH CH Lindenhill's Martello V

459 GCHB CH Winsome's Love Me Tendbear. DN45605003
CA  Dam: GCHB CH Winsome's Lil' Bit Of Bearadice. Owner: Frank Fasano, Kris Fasano. Agent:
Michael Sherman

461 AB KENLYN’S OWEN V MARQUIS. DN47052905
3/28/2016  Breeder: Liz Oster/Kent Boyles. Sire: CH Welove Du Chien's Captain America  Dam:
CH Marquis' Miata V Kenlyn. Owner:Kent Boyles.

BEST MATURITY DOG - 449

RESERVE MATURITY DOG – 457
German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Bitches

448 1 RMB LONGSPEAK-SUN DEVIL THE BOOK OF THIEFS V NORTHHILL. DN48430701

450 4 KRIS-T'S CHICAGO BLACK SWANN. DN46708501

452 2 INQUEST U GOT THE LOOK OF SHE-ROCK. DN47114004

454 AB TINDROCK GEM-N-I REAGAN. DN47844101

456 3 LINDENHILL'S SPELLBOUND V STEFFCA. DN46421301

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Bitches

458 3 GREENLEAF'S FIRESTARTER SURIGO CROSS TIMBERS. DN44991604

460 2 GCH CH GREENLEAF’S SPITFIRE SURIGO CROSS TIMBERS. DN44991605
462 1 BMB, BOSM  WINDFALL-HILLSIDE'S P.S. I LOVE YOU V BREAL-JOGRA. DN45490301

464 4  CH CHERPA'S EXCUSE ME PLEASE. DN44440602

466 AB  CHERPA'S WAITING TO EXHALE. DN44440604

BEST MATURITY BITCH - 462
RESERVE MATURITY BITCH – 448

BEST IN MATURITY - 449
BEST OPPOSITE IN MATURITY - 462